We continue the study of generating semantically correct regular expressions from natural language descriptions (NL). The current stateof-the-art model, SemRegex, produces regular expressions from NLs by rewarding the reinforced learning based on the semantic (rather than syntactic) equivalence between two regular expressions. Since the regular expression equivalence problem is PSPACE-complete, we introduce the EQ Reg model for computing the similarity of two regular expressions using deep neural networks. Our EQ Reg model essentially softens the equivalence of two regular expressions when used as a reward function. We then propose a new regex generation model, SoftRegex, using the EQ Reg model, and empirically demonstrate that SoftRegex substantially reduces the training time (by a factor of at least 3.6) and produces state-ofthe-art results on three benchmark datasets.
Introduction
Regular expressions are an efficient tool to represent structured data with specific rules in a variety of fields such as natural language processing or text classification. However, it is not always an easy task to write an exact regular expression for those who do not have a deep knowledge of regular expressions or when the expression is very complicated, and incorrect or sloppy regular expressions may cause unexpected consequences in practice (Bispo et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2018) . Indeed, even a single character difference between regular expressions can cause them * Now at Google. to represent completely different sets of strings. As such, researchers have begun working on a system than generates a regular expression from a natural language description provided by a human while reducing possible errors caused by incorrect regular expressions (Liu et al., 2019) . Recently, Locascio et al. (2016) designed the Deep-Regex model based on the sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) model (Sutskever et al., 2014) using minimal domain knowledge during the learning phase while still accurately predicting regular expressions from NLs. Later, Zhong et al. (2018a) improved the performance by training on not only syntactic content of the expressions (i.e. the exact textual representation of the expression that was used), but also the semantic content (the regular language described by the expression). However, the reward function in the SemRegex model (Zhong et al., 2018a) that determines if the predicted regular expression is semantically equivalent to the ground truth expression is known to be PSPACE-complete and is a bottleneck in practice (Stockmeyer and Meyer, 1973) . Thus, if we can solve this problem (even approximately) more quickly, then we can decrease the required learning time in the natural-language-to-regular expression (NL-RX) model. Reward shaping (Mataric, 1994; Ng et al., 1999) is a well-known mechanism to estimate the reward of an action in reinforced learning without executing the action. As a reward shaping mechanism for NL-RX, we build a new model, EQ Reg, based on deep learning that estimates the equivalence probability of two regular expressions and use it to improve the NL-RX training speed substantially. During the NL-RX model training phase, EQ Reg can quickly determine the equivalence of the predicted expression and the true expression, and pass this value as a reward for reinforcement learning. Our new NL-RX model together with the EQ Reg model as a reward function is called SoftRegex. We demonstrate that SoftRegex substantially reduces the training time and produces state-of-the-art results on three benchmark datasets.
Related Work
Generating Regular Expressions: Ranta (1998) studied rule-based techniques for the conversion between multi-languages and regular expressions. Kushman and Barzilay (2013) built a parsing model that translates a natural language sentence to a regular expression, and provided a dataset which is now a popular benchmark dataset for related research. Locascio et al. (2016) proposed the Deep-Regex model based on Seq2Seq for generating regular expressions from natural language descriptions together with a dataset of 10,000 NL-RX pairs. However, due to the limitations of the standard Seq2Seq model, the Deep-Regex model can only generate regular expressions similar in shape to the training data. The SemRegex model improved the Deep-Regex model by using reinforcement learning based on the determinisitic finite automata (DFA) equivalence oracle (which determines if two regular expressions describe the same language) as a reward function. This model can generate correct regular expressions that may not resemble the ground truth answer.
Comparing Regular Expressions: A regular language can have several syntactically different regular expressions. We say that two regular expressions are equivalent if they both define the same language. The most basic method to deciding whether or not two regular expressions are equivalent is to convert both regular expressions to DFAs. However, the time and space complexity of converting regular expressions to DFAs are both exponential (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979) . Stockmeyer and Meyer (1973) showed that it is PSPACE-complete to decide if two regular expressions generate the same set of words. Thus, deciding equivalence for two regular expressions is a bottleneck calculation even for small inputs.
Methods

NL-RX Model
We apply the Seq2Seq model with an attention mechanism (Luong et al., 2015) . We utilize LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) cells in the Seq2Seq model, which consists of an encoder and decoder. The encoder generates a latent vector from the given natural language description. Concurrently, the decoder receives the latent vector from the encoder and generates an output.
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE): Let θ be all parameters in the Seq2Seq model. The probability that the model outputs regular expressions R from a natural language input S is
(1)
Here, r t represents a predicted token at time step t. The Deep-Regex model trains itself to find the proper r t using MLE and optimizes through minimizing loss.
Policy Gradient: The SemRegex model additionally trains the NL-RX model via a policy gradient (Williams, 1992 ) by rewarding the model if it generates regular expressions that are semantically equivalent to the ground truth. The reward function returns 1 if the output regular expression is equivalent to the answer, and 0 otherwise. In short, the SemRegex model trains itself to maximize the following objective function:
where D is a training set, p(R | S) represents the probability that the model predicts regular expression for given sentence, and r(R) is the return value of the reward function that receives the predicted regular expression.
EQ Reg Model
The reward function in the SemRegex model is based on a regular expression equivalence oracle. This test is time intensive (the regular expression equivalence problem is PSPACE-complete) and returns only a binary value (0/1) representing the equivalence. Therefore, the equivalence test is a major hurdle when training large amounts of data, which is closely related to model performance.
Recently, there have been a few attempts to tackle intractable problems using deep learning (Prates Selsam et al., 2019) . This motivates us to study a different approach that can speed up the equivalence test based on deep learning and propose the EQ Reg model that returns an equivalence probability of two regular expressions. We can then reward the NL-RX model with continuous values (the equivalence probability of two regular expressions) and significantly boost the learning speed of the NL-RX model using the EQ Reg model. The EQ Reg model converts the input regular expressions to two sequences of embedding vectors. Next, we feed the embedding vector sequences into two different LSTM layers. Each LSTM layer converts the sequences to latent vectors. Since the regular expression is a grammatical expression, we present its context using a bidirectional RNN method (Graves et al., 2013) as
where − → h is the forward hidden sequence and ← − h is the backward hidden sequence. We concatenate the latent vectors from each LSTM layer into one vector and so that a single vector contains both regular expressions information. Finally, the fully connected layer predicts the equivalence of the two regular expressions from their concatenated vector.
Experimental Setup
We run our experiments on a computer with the following specifications: AMD Ryzen 7 1700 8core with 64GB RAM and a GTX 1080Ti GPU on Ubuntu 16.04.1. Our source code is written using PyTorch 0.4.0 (Ketkar, 2017) .
EQ Reg Model
Datasets: Locascio et al. (2016) created a set of NL-RX pair data by arbitrarily creating and combining data in a tree form. We define the depth of a regular expression in this dataset as the depth of the tree that generated the NL-RX pair (see Appendix A). Similar to Locascio et al. (2016) , we randomly generate regular expression pairs up to depth three and label the equivalence between each pair. We sample approximately 200,000 pairs using this method with a ratio of equivalent and non-equivalent pairs of about 2:1. We prepare three sets of data having different depths for test data. One set is made up of only regular expressions with depth at most 3, which is the same as the training data (10,000 pairs). The other two have depths 4 and 5, respectively, and each contain 1,000 pairs of regular expressions of which half are equivalent.
Model Settings: We set the two LSTMs in our model to not have shared parameters as we found this gives better performance. The embedding dimension size is set to 4, since the size of vocabulary for regular expressions is relatively small compared to natural languages. We configure two independent LSTMs with 1 layer to receive the two regular expressions. The LSTM layers use the average value of the sequence output values as their final outputs and pass them to the next layer. We set the batch size to 256 and the learning rate to 0.1 and use a stochastic gradient descent optimizer (Bottou, 2010) .
SoftRegex Model
Datasets: We use three public datasets to compare SoftRegex with the-state-of-the-art model, Sem-Regex. The KB13 (Kushman and Barzilay, 2013) dataset was constructed by regex experts and is relatively small. On the other hand, NL-RX-Synth is data generated automatically and NL-RX-Turk is made from ordinary people by paraphrasing NL descriptions in NL-RX-Synth using Mechanical Turk (Locascio et al., 2016) . Both datasets have 10,000 pairs of NL-RX data. We follow the previous work in splitting the data (train: 65%, dev: 10%, test: 25%). Model settings: We arrange the SoftRegex architecture based on SemRegex. We embed the input sequence tokens with dimension size 128, stack two LSTM layers, and set the hidden state dimension size to 256. We set the batch size to 32 and learning rate to 0.05 with the ADADELTA optimizer (Zeiler, 2012) . We substitute in the EQ Reg model as the reward function which gives high reward value 1 if our model generate a regular expression that is equivalent to the ground truth ( Figure 2) .
Results and Analysis
Model Performance
EQ Reg: We test the EQ Reg model with the three datasets from Section 4.1. The F1-score of test set 1 (depth 3) is 0.986, test set 2 (depth 4) is 0.868, and test set 3 (depth 5) is 0.853. As expected, we can see the model is showing high performance for test data with the same range of depth with the training data. In addition, although the EQ Reg model has a simple structure, it shows reasonable accuracy for more complex data that has not been previously seen. Here, we can notice the model does not just remember the structure of the training data but generalizes to solve the equivalence problem by understanding the semantics of regular expressions.
SoftRegex: Table 1 shows the experimental results of Deep-Regex, SemRegex, and our Soft-Regex model. The average accuracy of 10 evaluations is given. The distinguishing test cases method is based on the membership test of samples for the case when an oracle is not available and is described in (Zhong et al., 2018a) . The accuracy of SoftRegex is similar to or better than SemRegex (Oracle) and always better than Deep Regex and SemRegex (Distinguishing Test Cases). Figure 3 shows the average training time per epoch over 30 epochs for each of the three models (SoftRegex and both SemRegex variants) and datasets. The training time with EQ Reg vastly outperforms the training time for SemRegex. In the worst case (the NL-RX-Synth dataset), we see that our new method is still 3.6 times faster than that of SemRegex. Though the speedup described in experimental result may appear constant, our softened equivalence approximately decides a PSPACE-complete problem in linear time to the length of regular expressions, which would otherwise take exponential time. Zhong et al. (2018b) pointed out some problems in the NL-RX datasets. Specifically, there are some ambiguities since Locascio et al. (2016) tried to obtain data from machine-generated sentences. Thus, there are situations that even expert humans cannot accurately classify. On the other hand, the NL-RX-Turk dataset is unreliable in that it is generated by non-experts who are paraphrasing previously generated data. We investigate all 921 incorrect predictions of SoftRegex in NL-RX-Turk and categorize the resulting errors into 4 types ( type-1 errors, we need to train more NL-RX data where a single NL is paired with several equivalent regex to cope with the NL ambiguity problem. The type-2 and type-3 errors are caused from crowd-sourcing, which might be hard to detect in the current learning model. We may consider a rule-based prescreening procedure. Finally, for the type-4 errors, we plan to incorporate the copying mechanism (Gu et al., 2016) and the sequence-totree translation model (Dong and Lapata, 2016) to enhance the performance of our model considering the deterministic relationship between input and output sequences and hierarchical structure of output regular expressions. Although errors are mostly caused by data errors that we can handle easily, we chose to conduct our experiments under the same condition as SemRegex to provide a fair comparison with prior work.
Error Analysis
Conclusions
Recently, there have been several successful attempts to generate regular expressions from natural language. The current state-of-the-art model is based on reinforced learning using the (in)equivalence of two regular expressions. The regular expression equivalence procedure is a PSPACE-complete problem and, thus, is a major bottleneck in training both in time and space. We sidestep this bottleneck by using the EQ Reg model as reward shaping, which gives a regex equivalence probability for two regular expressions, and build a new NL-RX model called Soft-Regex. Our SoftRegex model with EQ Reg as a reward function substantially speeds up the training phase (at least 3.6 times faster than SemRegex) while having similar or better performance on a series of standard benchmarks.
A Supplemental Material
We now describe how Locascio et al. (2016) generated their synthetic regular expression data. To begin, they manually mapped primitive regular expression operations, such as union and concatenation, to natural language. They then defined a small alphabet on which the operations could be performed. In the end, their system has 15 operations and 6 types of characters in the vocabulary. From this, they were able to build up NL-RX pairs automatically by creating a parse tree of repeated applications of operations to an initial regular expression. The operations (non-terminals) and alphabet (terminals) are shown in Table 3 . Figure 4 gives an example of how a NL-RX pair is generated by creating a parse tree. It can be seen that it builds from the bottom up by starting with a series of words or characters (terminals) and applying some primitive operations (non-terminals). Simultaneously, natural language descriptions of terminals and non-terminals are composed together to create a semantically identical natural language description. In this example, the NL-RX pair has depth 2. Locascio et al. (2016) . 
